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(9370) G. S. T. asks: 1. By what rule (9375) J. A. M. says: In rounding a 
would you determine the size boiler to build curve on a nilroad one rail is longer than the 
to supply a cylinder of a given size? A. The, other; the wheels on a car that are on the 
cylinder size is usually made to represent a longest rail must travel farther than the wheels 
certain horse-powel' at some assumed preSBure, on the short raiL As axle and wheel are one 
cut-off, and speed of the piston, and for each p iece, both wheels must make the same number 
horse-power an allowance of 12 square feet of of revolutions. Please explain how this is 
heating surface and a half square foot (jf grate done. A. It is ver,V evident that with fixed 
surface must be provided for in the boiler. car wheels on the axle, a considerable slipping 
2 What chemical composition is it that when must be done in rounding a curve. The taper 
·t comes in contact with water immediately tread on the w heels' was designed to help the 
burns and bubbles up like lava on the surface? curve traverse by riding the high side of the 
A Any dry mixture of an acid and an alkali, tread on the outer rail and the low or smaller 
as for example tartaric acid and carbonate of part of the tread on the inner rail from the 

oda, will make II rapid effervescence when centrifugal force of rounding the curve. This 
water is dropped on the dry mixture. 3. What but slightly fills the requirement, and slipping 
s the meaning of the word "phase"? I have of the wheels does the rest. By the centrifugal 
everal electrical volumes and sets, but one or force of rounding a curve, the greatest pres
wo of them explain it in such a manner as to sure or load is thrown on the outer wheels and 

make it incomprehensible to a person not very the inner ones do most of the slipping for
far up in electrical knowledge. Really what I ward. By close observation of the rails on 
want to know is the difference between a two curves, it may be plainly seen that the wheels 
and a three-pbaHe machine, and how you tell slip on both the rails, as shown by the wear. 
the difference? A. Phase is a current im- I (9376) M. G. D. writes: In a discus. 
pulse which may be multi phase by alternating . I t d d th t t . 
two, three, or more times in a multipolar gene 1'- SlOn con en e a s earn from a bOiler at 

ator of four, six or more poles for each revo- say 100 pounds pressure, allowed to expand to 

lution of the armature. The difference may be atmoBpheric pressure in a system of heated 

known by the different direction of the pole tubes, will issue from this heating coil at or 

winding. See two and three phase system above the temperature of the steam in the 

llustrated in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE-
boiler if the tubes are kept hot enough; In 

lENT Nos. 822, 831, 10 cents each mailed. other words, that high-temperllture steam can 
be obtained without high pressure by an ar-

(9371) F. A. M. says: We are setting rangement as above described. The other 
a new steam boiler 60 x 16 inches, and in party says that under no condition can steam 
bringing up the question of water supply, our be obtained above 212 deg. F. without illereae· 
local steam engineers all contend that with a ing the pressure above that of the atmosphere. 
given amount of fuel more steam can be gen- A. Steam circulating in heating coils cannot 
erated by supplying the boiler with water from be kept as hot as the steam in the boiler with
a nearby spring by means of an injector, or out outside heat to counteract radiation; but 
nspirator which will heat the water before by expansion to atmospheric pressure in a 

entering the boiler, than can be had if we coil without receiving heat, pressure and tem
use the local gravity water system, which has perature will both fall and temperature of the 
sufficient pressure to force the water into the exhaust will be 212 deg. F. By superheating or 
boiler directly against the steam pressure, but adding heat in the coil, any desired tempera
which would be cold as it entered. The writer ture, even far above that of the boiler, may be 
contends in favor of the gravity system, in- had in the el\haust and far above the tempera
asmuch as the effort of lifting the spring ture due to the pressure in the pipe of the 
water will be overcome. Will you please ad- coiL The general principles of the use of 
vise us as to the correctness or advisability superheated steam are discussed and illustrated 
of both methods? A. We advise the use of in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT Nos. 
the gravity system to feed your boiler, If it 1068 and 1069. We think that the articles on 
can be trusted for full pressure at all times, superheated steam in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN No. 
but do not neglect other means of feeding your 24, voL 74, also SUPPLEMENT Nos. 1387 and 
boiler to guard against accidents. 'The same 1408, would also be of interest to you; price 
heat power must be used from the boiler 10 cents each mailed. 
whether the water is fed cold or is heated by (9377) S. T. Co. writes: We note tn. 
the injector. If the gravity supply can be 

upplemented by waste heat of the exhaust 
team or chi;'mey heat, the greatest economy 

may be obtained. If cold-water feed is adopt
ed, the water should enter the boiler above 
the tubes and be distrihuted through a per
forated pipe for best effect. 

(9372) J. P. M. asks: With a heating 
apparatus for a residence, that seems to burll 
either anthracite or bituminous coal with equal 
facility, what will be the comparative heat
ing value of the two of average market qual
ity, weight for weIght? A. The total heat 
units of combustion of the good marketable 
coals of the United States scarcely varies 
1,000 heat units from the mean of 14,000 
heat units per pound of the various kinds, as 

a recent issue that you advise the use of 
alcohol to remove ink spots from typewriter 
keys. Allow us to state from experience that 
this is not effective, because as celluloid keys 
are referred to, tl)e alcohol (particularly If 
wo�d alcohol) will dissolve the celluloid and 
ruin the appearance of the "keys. Javelle water 
is the best &'ubstance to use. 

NEW BOOKS, ETC. 
THE FACTORY MANAGER AND ACCOUNTANT. 

Some Examples of the Latest Ameri
can Factory Practice. Collected and 
Arranged by Horace Lucian Arnold. 
New York: The Engineering Maga
zine. 1903. 8vo. Pp. 431. Price $5. 

semi-bituminous, bituminous, and the various The author deals with this subject in an 
grades of anthracite. The available heat per admirable manner, and the forms or blanks 
pound of fuel depends much upon the method which are illustrated would certainly tend to 
of firing and the kind of furnace used. In give the manager of any large plant most 
furnaces for heating dwellings, far the larger valuable points. The book is made up of sev
number are

. 
designed for a�th:aci�e co.al a�d I :ral complete fac�ory systems, both the cost

are not SUitable or economICal With bltumm- Ing and commercial blanks being accurately 
ous coaL The excessive waste of smoke fouls, reproduced, each one having the actual size 
the heating surfaces and the heat is lost in inches given, together with its color and 

hrough the chimney. In furnaces with under- the material on which it is printed. The 
feed appliances the economy in heating gives reader is thus enabled to reproduce any form 
bituminous coal an equal quality with an- and apply it in his own practice, and he may 
{hracite; but the care is somewhat greater. also trace Its action and effects in relation 

(9373) E. H .  A. writes: I was much to the entire accounting of the fa.ctory, and 
can compare his own practice with that of 
other managers, cost-keepers, or accountants. 
It is certainly to the credit of the various com
panies represented that they have allowed 
their forms to be reproduced. It is an excel
lent book. 

Interested in what you had to say about the 
reason for water hammer (Query 9329, page 
239 of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for March 19, 
1904). We are troubled with musical water 
pipes, always in the cold-water pipes. Will 
you kindly give the cause of it'/ Can it be 

topped permanently? Turning on the cold 
water and then shutting it off stops It for the 
time being. Sometimes it �tops for a long 
time. A. We have little experience with musi
cal water pipes, except from the tremor of 
loose valves when drawing water, which may 
be heard all over the house when any bibb 
is running with a loose valve disk. The noise 
from the kitchen boile� by the condensation of 
the steam from the water back is quickly 
stopped by opening the hot-water bibb and 
drawing off a quantity of hot water. This 
noise is also heard all over the house by the 
reverberation of the pipe Bystem. Sometimes 
leakage through the rubber disks of compres
sion valves makes a musical sound by the vi
bration of the rubber lip of the valve disk. Its 
location is easily traced, when a new disk may 
be Inserted. Your plumber should know all 
about this trouble and its correction. 

(9374) S. G. A. asks: Would thank 

SCHUTZ DER ErSENBAHNEN GEGl!]N SCllNEE
VERWEHUNGEN UND LAWINEN. Von E. 
Schubert. With 103 illustrations and 
an atLas of 38 plates. Leipzig: Wil
helm Engelmann. 1903. 8vo. Pp. 
62. Price $1.25. 

This monograph forms part of Schubert and 
Fink's "Handbook of Engineering Sciences," in 
which it appeared as the twelfth chapter under 
the title "Means for Securing the Safety of 
Railway Traffic." Beginning with the discus
sion of snowstorms, the author treats of snow
drifts and their ereect up,on railways. As It 
protection against snowdrifts he recommends 
various constructions, which consist either in 
modifications of the roadbed itself, or in cutting 
off the wind. A similar treatment is accorded 
to the subject of snow avalanches. One of the 
most striking parts of the book is an excellent 
series of Illustrations, which clearly show how 
snowdrifts and avalanches originate, and how 
their course may be checked by walls, dams, 
fences, and the like. 

partment, lawyers, factory inspectors and own
ers; in fact, anyone interested in fire risks 
and dangers and their prevention. 

The book is divided into eleven parts, which 
treat of such subjects as the following: Fires 
and explosions of a general character; fire
proofing; dangers caused by sources of light 
and heat, gases, agricultural products, vari
ous Indu:>trial materials, lighting and lighting 
materials; dangers in various establishments, 
such as drug stores, breweries, soap and sugar 
works, and the like; and danger from petro
leum, oils, ethers, and other liquids, as well 
as from metals, oxides, acids, and salts. In 
completion of the general thoroughness with 
which the subject is treated, the book con
tains an appendix of eight tables giving the 
boiling, flashing, and fusing points of various 
liquids and substances, the working tempera
tures permissible in the various trades, to
gether with an explanation of some of the 
principal processes and their risks, and dan
gerous substances that are liable to ignite and 
explode spontaneously, with their reactions. 
As a reference work for those having. to do 
with fires and fire risks, the value of this 
volume is unquestionable. 

ELEMENTS OF THEORETICAL ME CHANICS . 

By Alexander Ziwet. New York: 
The Macmillan Company. _ 1904. 8vo. 
Pp. 494. Price, $�. 

This work is a revised edition of "An Ele
mentary Treatise on Theoretical Mechanics," 
which was published by Prof. Ziwet ten years 
ago. It contains practically the whole course 
in theoretical mechanics as taught at the 
University of Michigan; but, on account of the 
time limit of the course and the mathematical 
capabilities of the usual second-year student, 
the subject matter is confined largely tD prob
lems in one and two dimensions. Thus, al
though such problems as the motion of'a rigid 
body around a fixed point had to be omitted, 
rectilinear motion and rotation about fixed axis 
have been more thoroughly treated than here
tofore, and some illustrations of plane motion 
have been given. Fundamental subjects, such 
as simple and compound harmonic motion, 
motion under central forces, and the theory 
of moments of inertia, are treated very thor
oughly. The book is theoretical in character, 
though numerOus practical illustrations of the 
theories discussed are given. It is intended 
for use chiefly as a textbook, and the author's 
expressed desire is that it may tend to stimu
late the study of theoretical mechanics in 
engineering school •. 

ANTHRACITE COAL COMMUNITIES. By Pe
ter Roberts, PhD. New York: The 
Macmillan COIUpany. 1904. 8vo. Pp. 

387. Price, $3.50. 
Thi:> new work on the anthracite coal fields 

by Mr. Roberts will be welcomed by all who 
are familiar with his previous volume on 
"The Anthracite Coal Industry," published in 
1901. While the facts relative to the economic 
life of the people of these regions were given 
in the former work, little or nothing was said 
concerning the social and moral life. In th\l 
present volume this is thoroughly dealt with; 
and the author, besides having a personal ac
quaintance with the people he describes, has 
had the benefit of much valuable testimony 
given before the Coal Strike Commission a year 
ago. The home life, different ways of living, 
the intellectual and religious life, the schools, 
the saloons, and the political system of these 
hard-working people are graphically and In
terestingly portrayed, while some 25 illustra
tions from photographs give one a good Idea 
of the appearance of the people and of their 
homeS'. 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For wbieb L�ers Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 

April I:J, 1904. 

AND EACH BEAR.ING THAT DATE 
[See note.at end of list about cOl>ie8 of tbese patents.] 

Aciq" 1�5 nitroanthraquinone sulfoniC, R. E. 
Scbmidt ...................... 757,057, 757,058 

Adbesive supp!.ying meehanlsm, A. Shedlock. 756,000 
Adb-esives, m.aking, A. Nettl .. , . . . . . . . .. 757,337 
Adjustable key, C. J. Caley .............. 756,830 
Adverth!ing waste paper box, S. Leveen ... 757,403 
Aerial vehicle, A. G. Bell ................. 757,012 
Air brake, J. H. Bleoo ................... 757,015 
Air heating system, C. A. Vaugbn ........ 757,0.74 
Alkoxy-caffein and m aking, same, F. Ach .. 757,330 
Atnusement apparatus, G. H. Du Clos ...... 751,286 
Animal trap, C. G. Hawkins .............. 757,038 

_�nimal trap M. C. Harlan .... .. ... ......... 757,401 
Artichoke trimmer, A. Roumiguiere ..... .. 757,229 
Assembling, forming, and setting mechan-

ism, W. P. Devine .................. 756,837 
Atomizer, C. L. Turner ... ............... 757,157 
AtomIzer, S. Kettle ............. ....... .. 757,200 
Axle brasses, implement for replacing car, 

A. Case ... ........ ................... 757,266 
Ba'g fastener, J. D. Wood ................ 756,924 
Bandage, suspensory, W. A. ,Tainsh . ...... 757,153 
Barber's memorandum and cash drawer, L. 

A .  Bucklin ............................ 756,825 you to inform me in the next issue of your pa
per, whether the buoyant effect of water at the 
surfl\ce is greater in deep water than in shal
low; that is, will deep water carry a greater 
weig):it in a boat than shallow water will? 
A The buoyant effect of water on a boat Is 
the weight of water the boat displaces. It Is 
therefore, .nQt greater at one ]llIl"t of the sea 
than at, �noth,er

< 
part. The depth of tbe water 

bas nO etIect OIl buoyancy. 

Barometer, C. I-l. Stoelting ............... 756,905 

FIRE AND EXPLOSION RISKS . By Dr. Von �:���l
t �:�I:;C�:�hi��, 

A
A. ��b����i��k:::: m:��� 

Sc hwartz. Translated from the Ger- Battery. See Dry battery. 
man edition 'by Charles T. C. Salter. 

Battery cel!, E. Whitman .... , ............ 757,16 
. .  . • Battery, grId, storage, G. W. Frost........ 751,396 

Phlladelphm: J. B. Llpp�nC(jtt Com- Battery plate grids, apparatus for making" 
pany 1904. 8"0. Pp 357. Price 

I 
�ec(}ndary, A, If'. Madden ............. 757,210 

$5. . . 
, �:��'(f.' L�O�:��\�le .. ��l��:, .. � ... ?: .. ������:: m:g� 

This work forms a COOlplete hl'.ndbook for �� ;g;iii��gbi:�n � :r£::�y:::::::::::: ���:�� 
fire Insurance ofticlals. mem�ls of tbll fire de Belt .. tretcher. J. B. Conner •••••••••••••• 161,2'i2 
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Bending machine, J. J. Wood . .  0 • • • • • • • • •  757,078 
BicYcle handle bar support, R. H. Tate .. . . 757,154 
Bindel', loose leaf, J. L. McMillan . . . . • • • .  757,336 
Binder, temporary, G. A. Shoemaker ........ 756,901 
Blind dip, Venetian window, lJ'. Tenney ... 757,155 
Blower, pressure, A. W. Case . ........... 757,267 
Blue-I:ed lake and making same.. G. GUll-

bransson • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •  757,109 
Boiler and furnace, combined, W. W. Bonson. 756,822 
Boiler purifier, steam, N. W. & S. Yantis .. 757,382 
Bolt heading machine, H. o. Olson ....... . 757,409 
Bolt holder, H. A. Parson ................. 757,142 
Uolting machine driving mechanism, sieve, 

Fraser & Mather . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  756,950 
Bolting mill, Renault & Cusson ........... 757,227 
Bone holding device, K. Wintsch, Jr ........ 757,166 
Book holder, R. L. Kinman .... ... ....... 757,202 
Book, sample card, E. W. Bredemeier . ..... 757,389 
Booster apparatus, L. Lyndon ...... 757,405, 757,406 
Bottle, W. Conard ........................ 756,939 
Bottle, P. J. Germain ... ................. 757,105 
Bottle closure sprinkler cap, E. A. McIl-

henny ..... .... . ....... . ... ..... .... .. 757,216 
Bottle, non-refillable, George & Norris ...... 756,84a 
Bottle, non-refillable, W. A. Coke .. . . . . .... 757,391 
Box fastener, C. W. Beehler . . . . . . . • . . . .  757,172 
Brace balance weight, C. F. Keables ...... 757,315 
Braiding machine, J. P. Swift. ............. 757,423 
Brake, M. A. Wodal ...................... 757,006 
Brake rigging, W. G. Price ....... ..... .. 757,345 
Bread and cake closet, H. W. Diers ....... 757,282 
Brick- machine, H. A. Stouffer ... . ........ 756,906 
Brick or building block, glass faced, J. H. 

Leighton ......... . .................... 756,971 
Brick pallet and truck, F. E. & E. A. 

Swift ..... . ....... .................... 757,068 
Broom binding machine, S. P. Fraley ..... 757,103 
Brush, G. A. Vickery ..... .. .............. 756,998 
Buggy top attachment, E. Walter .......... 757,161 
Building block, R. T. Frost. .. . . . ....... ... 757,033 
Bulkheads, construction of, J. Truax ....... . 757,368 
Bung lock, H. Hubert .. . ... . .. . ... . ....... 757,118 
Burner igniting attachment, G. Oberlaen-

der ... .. .... ........ . ... .... ... . ... ... 757,219 
Bustle, E. Vaughn . ...... . ... ... . . ........ 757,369 
Button forming machine, collar, E. J. 

Yale .................................. 757,080 
Button, laCing, A. L. Cole ................ 757,025 
Cabinet, C. F. Tholin .................... 756,911 
Cabinet, kitchen, E. Guelff ............... 757,400 
Can. See Powder can. 
Can bodies, forming, Jr. D. Cleveland ...... 756,832 
Can valve attachment, oil, Young & Fuller. 757,170 
Canopy, adjustable, E. G. Burland . .... .. . 757,175 
Capstan, G. Hartweg ..... ...... . . ......... 756,851 
Car coupling, J. S. Henson .......... ... .... 756,855 
Car coupling, C. A. Tower .............. 757,366 
Car, derrick, M. Schmaltz .... ............. 757,235 
Car draft coupling, E. C. Washburn ...... 756,918 
Car, dump, J. C. Depew.................. 757,279 
Car hopper, dump, J. C. Depew . . . . . . . • . . .  757,278 
Car, railway, C. E. Stewart. ............... 757,427 
Car replacer, H. Q. Hall ..... . . ...... . .... 757,299 
Car seat, emergency, M. H. Murch, Jr . ... 757,334 
Car, stock, J. L. Rouze ............. . .... 757,349 
Cal' under frame, railway, J. M. Hansen . ... 757,110 
Cars, flexible metallic pipe coupling for 

railway, J. Joynt ....... ........ . .. . . 757,313 
Cars, mounting hoppers for dump, J. C. 

Depew ................................ 757,277 
Carbonator, F. B. West .. ................ 757,375 
Cal'bureter, gas engine, G. F. Swain ...... 756,908 
Carbureter, internal combustion engine, G. 

McCadden ............................ 756,879 
Carpet fastener, R. Reininger ... . ... .. . .... 757,226 
Carpet rod and fastener, stair, C. Michael. 756,875 
Carriage top seat iron, H. C. Swan ...... 757,363 
Cart, dumping, S. Gantz .................. 757,2ll3 
Carving machine, automatic, F. Streich . . . •  757,151 
Carving machine, automatic, Streich & 

Ruehs .. . . . . ....... . . . ..... .. . . . . ..... 757,152 
Carving machine, automatic, Ruehs & 

Streich .. . ... ... . .................... 757,230 
Carving machine, autornatjc, F. Streich .... 757,243 
Cash register, W. G. Powell . ... .. . ..... 757,223 
Cement, apparatus for the manufacture of 

slag, C. Gramm ..... .. .. . .... . .... . .. .. 757,035 
Ce,ment composition, magnesia, E. Bidtel.. 757,252 
Cement mold, R. B. Coltrin . . . .. . ..... . .. 757,093 
Cement molding apparatus, R. B. Coltrin .. 757,094 
Chain, belt, E. Magaldi .... ... . ... . ... ... 756,866 
Chain links, machine for cutting out sheet 

metal blanks for, F. Egge . .... ... ..... 757,028 
Chain, machine for making sheet metal, F. 

Egge ..... . ... . ......... . ... . ... . . . ... 757,029 
Chair seat spider, J.' M. Germanson . .. . .. 756,955 
Check and release mechanism, automatic, 

J. D. Wright .... ; ................... 757,381 
Check book, Heilrath & Taber ............. 757,304 
Checkrein attachment, J. A. Clary ........ 757,092 
Cheese cutting apparatus, P. S. McCroskey . 757,335 
Chemical compounds, producing, J. J. 

Griffin ...................... ..... ..... 757,036 
Cigarette or cigar box, A. G. Psiaki .. ... . 757,225 
Cistern, G. W. Boyer ...................... 757,253 
Clasp pin, H. W. Fishel. .................. 757,032 
Clipper, hair, G. F. Stevens .............. 757,359 
Clutch, friction, C. Seybold .............. 757,236 
Coin counting and delivery machine, L. 

S umner ..... . . ........ _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 757,362 
Coke oven door hoist, C. S. Mason ... ..... 757,134 
Coke puller, A. J. Doss .......... . . . . . .... 757,283 
Coke puller, J. E. Jones ......... . . . .... .. 757,312 
Comb, N. D. Ingram ..... . ... . .... . . .. . . . 757,042 
Concentrator, J. Ruedy ......... . ... .. . . . 757,350 
Converter system, rotary, E. M. Hewlett ... 756,960. 
Cooking vessel, H. M. De Sachet. .......... 757,281 
Cord knotter, E. M .  Kellogg .............. 757,127 
Corset, D. Fogliano ....... ........ ....... 757,291 
Corset stay, L. L Cassidy ...... ........... 757,268 
Couplings, lock mechaniB1'b for vertical 

plane, H. C. Buhoup ... ... .... . ... .... . 756,826 
Cover, packing vessel, C. C. "''''oods ...... 757,167 
Crane, L. S. Fleckenstein ... . . ........... 757,290 
Crane and supporting structure therefor, V. 

R. Browning .......................... 756,932 
Crate, folding, W. Pond ................ 756,890 
Crate, shipping, F. O. Miller ............. . 756,877 
Creasing machine, C. R. N elson .......... 756,882 
Cultivator, A. L. Samuelson ............. . 756,898 
Cultivator, S. F. Vance ................... 756,996 
Cultivator, G. W. & C. E. Goss ............ 757,398 
Cultivator and harrow spring tooth, S. 

F. Vance .............................. 756,995 
Cultivator attachment, A. Rodocker ........ 756,983 
Curler, hair, N. B. Stone ................ 757,24"1 
Current ventilator, double, H. I. M. Ross .. 757,348 
Cllrtain pole, A. Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  757,048 
Cut-off and alarm, fluid pressure, R. M. 

Hughes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •  757,119 
Cutter. See Linoleum, etc., cutter. 
Cutting and trimming machine, A. E. 

Roenigk .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 757,228 
Cutting shears, G. E. Benton ......... ..... 756,818 
Cyanamid salts, manufacture of, G. Erl-

wein ............ . .... ........... . .... 757,185 
Demand meter, R. S. White ....... . ... . .. 757,000 
Dental bite taker holder, E. B. Marshall .. 757,133 
Diamonds for industrial purposes, apparatus 

for setting, F. Krause ..... .. . ......... 757,318 
Display cabinet, E. A. Wilcox ..... .... . .. 757,003 
Ditching and grading machine, R. Russell. 757,417 
Door fastening device, C. Cadwallader ...... 756,829 
Door stop, W. F. Nolan ..... . ............ 757,051 
Door, vertically moving, W. A. Cross, 

757,178, 757,179 
Doubletree, F. 1.. Wolverton .............. 756,923 
Draft equalizer, A. K. Waters ..... . ...... 756,921 
Draft equalizer, P. V. Schandoney . 757,232, 757,233 
Draft equalizer, W. S. Emert. ............. 757,288 
Draft evener, C. T. Elliston .............. 756,1l41 
Draft rigging, E. C. Washburn ....... ..... 7,56,919 
Drawing and designing apparatus, H. E. 

Ablett . . ... . . ......... ................ 757,246 
Dredge, A. Boscbke ........... . ........... 757,173 
Dress suit case, J. D. Wood . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .  756,1)25 
Dry battery, Swan & Rose ...... . . ........ 757,422 
Drilling machine, G. Smith .............. 757,239 
Drum, beat radiating, E. J. & F. A. Langell 756,970 
Drum snare brace, E. Boulanger .......... 756,930 
Dyeing machine, textile fabric, Rothwe1l4 

Jackson & Hunt ........... . .. . . . .. . .. T57,055 
Dynamo brush holder, W. Slee .... . . . . . . . .  757,357 
Egg dryiug apparatus, A. D. Robinson . . . .  757,347 
Electric condenser, M. O� Troy . . . . . . . • . • . .  756,991 
Electric current regulator, N .  Harrison • • • . .  757,302 
Electric distribution, panel board for, G. 

H. J on�s ...... .......... ... . . . . . . . .... 756,966 
Electric lock, J. Livingston ...... . ... .... 756,864 
Electric motors, means for' variably operat .. 

111& and controlling, IL Eickeu>e.fer •••• 167,3114 
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